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About Inbound Mauritius 

Founded on the 22nd of October 2015, Inbound Maurius aims at Helping, Educang and Growing 

businesses as well as individuals. We believe in creang relevant and useful resources to help people 

and organisaons grow. Over me, Inbound Maurius developed itself through various channels 

including social media and a dedicated blog to Inbound Markeng. 



NOW WHAT?
Digital Markeng in Maurius is in constant evoluon 

as we noce new technologies coming up and blending 

user experience, strategies and product development. 

While some digital markeng strategies are gaining in 

development others are fading out. One main example 

is the advent of mobile payment which is slowly 

rreplacing our convenonal payment models. This shi 

only took 3 years to transform the common customer 

buying journey in Maurius. 

The world of digital markeng is such that planning 

ahead, ancipang and adopng relevant strategies 

before your competors are crucial to your business’s 

success. As such, by analysing the exisng trends 

happeninghappening in Maurius and combining these findings 

with reliable data from experts, we came up with a 

series of trends which are going to shape the business 

landscape as well as the buying behavior of typical 

Maurian customers in 2017. 

ThisThis ebook covers several aspects of digital markeng 

strategies in Maurius ranging from arficial intelli-

gence to mobile technologies via big data adopon. 

However, you should be aware of them as they will give 

a compe ve advantage to your brand.
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Augmented REality

In 2016, we noced the surge of augmented reality 

through Pokemon Go. In fact, the game was making 

more than $10 million per day during its peak. Few 

months later, Facebook announced the acquision 

of Oculus which is one of the dominant leaders in 

the virtual reality industry. The aim of acquiring 

Oculus was inially to provide an immersive gaming 

experiences experiences to users. However, this transcended to 

other industries considering its innovave customer 

experience approach. 

The hype for augmented reality didn’t let Maurius 

on its own as we are starng to noce various 

components of this technology being implemented 

in the island. Latest in date is the VR headset which 

allows customers to have a virtual experience just 

by connecng the device with their smartphone. 

The simplicity of it made its success in the local 

industry, mainly in the mobiel industry. 

The advent of augmented reality in Maurius 

ccreated several opportunies for young students. 

The prospecve job opportunies include 3D 

Modelers, 3D Game Developers and CAD Arsts 

among others. Whoever says job opportunies also 

says qualified talents to handle these.

In 2017, we can expect 
augmented reality to 

Bring major contribuon in different industries starng from health care 

services to our selfie applicaons. 

Form part of brands’ integrated markeng strategies by providing an 

immersive brand experience. In fact, brands will be closer to the customers 

and adopt a customer centric approach. 

Be pushed by the cognive revoluon and include virtual reality, customer 

service robots and internet of things. 

Blend the digiBlend the digital and physical world to allow customers to create their own 

content. For example, customers will have live examples of how they look 

like in parcular clothes just by using their smartphones. 

Foster an environment where there is constant need for new digital skills and 

resources. 

The Challenges ahead 

Our technology eco-system works in silos. Hence, it is somemes challenging 

to align two different technologies. 

Though augmented reality is developing at a fast pace, the end product is 

relavely expensive for the customers. 

Social integraon of augmented reality requires sub-necessies such as being 

computer knowledgeable and have a basic understanding of the internet. 

User User generated content might incur privacy policies which are not always 

followed by users.
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Livestream

Pushed by the constant need for live informaon, 

livestream gain momentum in 2016 to reach several 

plaorm including social media which is one of the 

main progress motors of this trend. In fact, with the 

launch of Snapchat’s live element in 2014, soon 

aer followed by Twier acquiring Periscope, the 

trend was already set. 

Among the moAmong the most used Livestream plaorm is the 

recent Facebook Live launched in January 2015 for 

VIPs and later made available to all Facebook users 

in April 2016. Ever since, the amount of content 

published took the ascendance in its path providing 

more user-generated content.

WhWhat really facilitated the boom of Livestream? 

There are several answers to that. Among which 

are enhanced mobile technology, higher broadband 

improved video quality and the ability for the end 

users to create and share their own content. 

Maurius also saw the wave of Livestream content 

with private communicaon agencies such as radio 

broadcasng live on Facebook while individuals are 

creang Facebook live polls, which by the way are 

two effecve engagement strategies brands can 

implement in their digital markeng plan.

In 2017, we can expect 
Livestream to  

Extend its reach among different industries thus bringing brands closer to 

their customers. 

Have enhanced quality thanks to beer internet connecvity and video 

rendering. 

Increase third party applicaons such as OBS which facilitates broadcasng 

via Facebook. 

IncIncrease in amount of shares over the internet. Live streaming accounts for 

two third of the world internet traffic. This will eventually increase by 82% by 

2020 according to Cisco’s June 2016 Visual Networking Index report.

Adversing agencies fully integrang Livestream in their markeng communi-

caon plan as a cheap way to engage and retain their current customers.

BeBecome 3-Dimensional on Facebook Live with videos adapted to smart-

phones. This will give customers an immersive viewing experience in the 

video content. 

The Challenges ahead 
Facebook Live may restrict videos if these are overloaded with adverts or 

unlicensed content such as songs. 

Live streaming is dependant on internet connecvity. Hence brand should 

ensure that their livestream reaches a major chunk of their audience if not 

all. One way to do this is by sponsoring the video content on a local scale. 

TheThere need to be some efforts to ensure that there are cross-plaorms infor-

maon sharing. For instance, a user cannot livestream a video from Snapchat 

on Facebook. 
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Artificial Intelligence

In 2016, there was a massive increase in the 

amount of informaon produced daily over the 

internet. This is supported by major social website 

such as Facebook and represents huge 

opportunies for marketers.

The value of data helped the emergence of 

Arficial Intelligence as a way to improve analysis 

perperformance within the business. Companies 

adopng arficial intelligence will gain a strong 

compe ve advantage over competors due to the 

innovave approach in interacng with customers. 

Now, how is it possible? 

We are speaking of big data as a source of accuracy 

for arficial intelligence. Broadly explained, 

machines machines capable of learning from data paerns 

and creang reliable and trustworthy soluons. 

Indeed, businesses will be able to make accurate 

predicons for different purposes including 

customers’ behaviors.

While waing for the full potenal of arficial 

iintelligence to be used in Maurius, we currently 

have some components that relies majorly on 

pre-defined data. Among these are chatbots 

interacng with visitors and responding to their 

queries according to a predefined set of responses 

that match specific queries. 

These These can be integrated within different plaorms 

including Wordpress and Facebook. 

In 2017, we can expect 
Artificial Intelligence to 

Adopt a more human language making this technology user friendly.

Reach out to our daily devices such as our cars and almost all households 

devices.

Gain tracon as semi-arficial intelligence applicaons such as Siri and 

Cortana will experience further development in their self-learning abilies.

Impact almost all the different industries from healthcare to banking.

PProvide soluons to workforce gaps causing some of our tradional ways of 

doing business become obsolete. 

The Challenges ahead 

Arficial Intelligence will also give rise to intelligent viruses and trojans 

capable of self learning. 

Most organisaons will have to create change management policies to 

facilitate the implementaon of such technology and educate reluctant 

employees. 

TheThere is undeniably the cost associated to the implementaon of arficial 

intelligence.
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Mobile Technologies

More than a channel, mobile devices have become 

an essenal extension of businesses markeng and 

communicaon strategies to sasfy customer needs 

for quick and simple service. With significant 

development in connecvity across Maurius, 

pushed by the tech savvy generaon of millennials, 

mobile is set to stay the leading markeng channel 

In 2016, bIn 2016, brands became aggressive in adopng 

mobile technology as fully part of their markeng 

strategies. Ranging from Juice by MCB mobile 

payment applicaon to Kotsa mobile applicaon 

giving useful informaon to its users, mobile 

devices have generated more internet traffic 

compared to desktops. 

In 2017, In 2017, going mobile will be much more than 

making your website mobile friendly. In fact, as 

demand for such soluons increases, businesses are 

finding new ways to boost their promoon, 

distribuon and user engagement via customers’ 

smartphones. 

In 2017, we can expect 
Mobile Technologies to  

Have an increase in the number of users and mobiles services offered by 

businesses. 

Experience a net decrease in the number of sms sent while customers will 

enjoy the connecvity improvements enabling smoother and cheaper 

communicaon. 

Applicaons such as WhatsApp and Messenger will have the predominance 

in the communicaon field. 

FFrom different video format to chatbots and now augmented reality, mobile 

devices will be much more than simple chat devices. 

Encourage User-Generated content due to the ability for users to create 

content almost instantly and share with a larger audience--creang constant 

engagement. Video will have the lead on other types of content. 

 

The Challenges ahead 
The demand for mobile soluons will require companies to headhunt 

qualified employees which may be hard to find.

Data speed comes as an expensive requirement for mobiles devices. Knowing 

most devices and services depend on wireless connecon as such companies 

need to offer opmized applicaon which takes into consideraon the 

accessibility of the user.  

DiDifferent operang systems, plaorms, middleware and network makes it 

difficult  to have one single applicaon adapted to a parcular market. 
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Big Data

As of July 2016, internet penetraon was measured 

at 78 % supported by the advances in the past years 

of faster connecvity and mobile data. While users 

were busy vising websites, using mobile 

applicaon or purchasing products online, massive 

amount of data was collected to fuel businesses’ 

decision process, reduce cost of operaon and

impimprove markeng strategies. These lead us to 

understanding what customers really want. 

UndeUnderstanding customers to provide tailor-made 

services and products is a must for companies in 

Maurius. In fact, as the customer buying behavior 

is changing due to easy access to informaon, it is 

primordial to know what exactly they are looking 

for and how are they interacng with your plaorm. 

Knowing these, Maurian businesses will be able to 

respond respond effecvely to the needs and wants of their 

customers in a customized way.

The surge of big data in the recent years pushed 

companies to focus on data analycs as a way to 

transcend the behaviors of customers in graphical 

representaon and gain insight of customers buying 

behaviors.

78%

In 2017, we can expect
Big Data to

Become fully part of the digital markeng strategies and will be combined 

with tradional markeng research for accurate decision making.

Enable deep learning which will bring us closer to arficial intelligence in our 

daily life. 

Help data visualisaons thanks a mix of virtual reality. This will considerably 

improve decision making and deliver beer product or services. 

The Challenges ahead 
Measuring data will be one of the main challenges marketers will have to 

face. Outliers will need to be taken care of as they represent one poron of 

the data  collected which cannot be ignored. Soluon could be to remove the 

outliers or to have seperate graphical representaons. 

Marketers and Data Analysts will have to improve the speed of data 

collecon and analysis before these become obsolete pertaining to the 

amount of fresh data produced within seconds by millions of customers. 

UndeUnderstanding the data need to be clear from the beginning of the analysis 

itself. It will be primordial to understand the source of the data and the 

intent of the customers. 



More from us

Customer engagement 
best practices in Mauritius
How do big organisaons engage with their customers in Maurius? Read about it in 

this free ebook. 

DOWNLOAD HERE

3 Ingredients to your
digital success
Our chef is a big fan of inbound markeng. He cooked a delicious free ebook with 

3 Essenal Ingredients to your Digital Success. 

DOWNLOAD HERE

digital marketing 101
Learn the basics of Digital Markeng and how to make use of its different 

components to leverage on your business’s performance.

DOWNLOAD HERE

The digital Marketing Glossary
What if we tell you that we compiled a glossary of the most used terms in the digital 

markeng industry? Amazing right? 

DOWNLOAD HERE

Inbound Mauritius believes in education as a way to emmpower 
individuals to make a change in the country. Download our latest 
free resources and learn at your own pace. 

https://inboundmauritius.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/customer-engagement-best-practices-in-mauritius-by-inbound-mauritius-compressed.pdf
https://inboundmauritius.files.wordpress.com/2016/08/customer-engagement-best-practices-in-mauritius-by-inbound-mauritius-compressed.pdf
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/033d894c5f1471417c11e054a/files/Inbound_Mauritius_Digital_Marketing_101.pdf
https://gallery.mailchimp.com/033d894c5f1471417c11e054a/files/Inbound_Mauritius_Digital_Marketing_101.pdf
https://docs.com/jason-bholanauth/5394/3-essential-ingredients-to-your-digital-success
https://docs.com/jason-bholanauth/5394/3-essential-ingredients-to-your-digital-success
https://docs.com/jason-bholanauth/7501/digital-marketing-glossary-free
https://docs.com/jason-bholanauth/7501/digital-marketing-glossary-free
https://inboundmauritius.wordpress.com/


We are there...

https://www.facebook.com/inboundmauritius/
https://twitter.com/inboundmru
https://www.instagram.com/inboundmru/
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